VortiQa® software for small business gateways is a production-ready security and convergence solution specifically tailored for small and branch office gateways. This software product line offers a high-performance, feature-rich security product and yet provides simplified management interfaces. It supports load-balancing and fail-over via separate WAN connections. The software architecture is performance-tuned for PowerQUICC® and QorIQ® processors.

VortiQa software for small business gateways is pre-integrated with PowerQUICC and QorIQ single- and multicore processor solutions such as the MPC8377 and the QorIQ P2020 processors. The software leverages special hardware capabilities of the PowerQUICC and QorIQ platforms such as security engine for IPSec and IKE encryption and decryption.
View additional information for VortiQa Software for Small Business Gateways.
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